X Cancel turns on the unit. Hold to turn it off. Also cancels an operation or answers "No" to a question.

✓ Confirms an action or answers "Yes" to a Yes/No question.

? Help opens documentation about the current task. Hold to turn on Key Learn Mode where each key announces its function. Hold again to exit Key Learn.

S Status repeats the last phrase. Press twice for a program's status. Hold to open the Status menu. Press, then press HELP to spell last phrase.

Apps Opens the Applications menu where all programs are listed.

Menu Opens a menu for the program in use.

Diamond Moves through lists or documents in the indicated direction. Press the center SELECT key to activate the current menu or list option or start reading in a document.

Keypad Types letters or numbers.

A Program 1 not used.

B Program 2 opens Network Manager. Hold to turn on or off the wireless radio.

C Perkins style braille keys

Space Braille space bar

Shift Makes a capital letter in computer Braille.

Control Hold down while typing a letter to make a control character.
Re替 the Battery

1. Remove the mobile manager and its battery from the box.
2. Put the mobile manager on a surface so the keys face down and the battery door is closest to you.
3. Grasp the edges of the case at the battery door and pull gently toward yourself.
4. Identify the left side of the battery by the indentation on the end.
5. Slide the left side of the battery into the compartment, then push down the right side. The battery fits only one way. It is tight, but do not force it.
6. After inserting the battery, the unit should vibrate. After about 50 or 60 seconds, it begins speaking.
7. To turn the unit off, locate the CANCEL key, just above “3” on the dialing keypad and marked with a red X, and hold it for a second until the unit vibrates twice and beeps.
8. To turn on the unit, press CANCEL once. It vibrates and beeps once.
9. For a complete guide on features and operation, install the CD onto your Windows XP or Vista PC.
10. You may also press and hold the HELP key to get descriptions of all the keys. HELP is located below the small rubber round key at the top right of the face. Hold it again to exit the key describer.
11. Press HELP again to open the manual.

For questions or help, contact:
Phone: 502-895-2405
Toll Free: 800-223-1839
E-Mail: cs@aph.org
www.aph.org/tech